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The origins of Shanty
Singing
Lead: Mr Bernie Davis

The use of Shanties to
support the working of
a Tall Sailing Ship
Lead: Mr Jim Corr

Sea Shanties from
Scandanavia
Lead: ‘Tidens Brus’ Group
from Åland Islands, Finland

Bernard Davis:
Is the UKs most authoritative experts on the origins and
history of the Sea Shanty as an art form. He has produced
many workshops on the genre and its interaction and relationship with other musical genres. Bernie has appeared on
numerous television productions on the subject and regularly
talks and performs throughout Europe.

Jim Corr:
Spent the majority of his career on board tall Sailing Ships,
and is one of the few exponents now of Shanty Singing that
has actually used the songs as they were originally designed
to assist the workings of a Crew on board a tall ship. Jim has
considerable experience in developing and delivering workshops on the matter at Shanty events throughout Europe. He
is particularly committed to sharing his knowledge with
young people.

Tidens Brus:
Tidens Brus is a music project that places traditional Åland
songs in a contemporary musical context without compromising
with tradition.They have a special interest for shanties and
sea songs. These songs are veritable ”time machines”, they
give us a unique glimpse into the life on board the windjammers and the thoughts of the old times. The workshop
will be a fun opportunity to learn a Scandanavian Shanty.
Group members: Catherine Frisk Gronberg, award winning
voice coach and opera singer, Kjell Frisk, woodwind teacher,
Marianne Haggblom and Kim Hansson, folk music duo and
winners of the Stockholm Folk award.
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